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Abstract: This paper proposes a method to utilize the prediction of finger movement in haptic

interaction through airborne ultrasound. Using the Autoregressive model confirmed that the pre-

dicted position of the fingertip at 200ms ahead can be estimated with an accuracy of 5mm or less

with finger velocity provided less than 10cm/s.
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1. Introduction

When considering a visual-haptic interactive system,

synchronization between visual and haptic information is

important to enrich the quality of the experience. This

study focuses on reducing the delay for ultrasonic tactile

display when presenting tactile feedback while moving

the finger.

Ultrasonic tactile display uses numbers of ultrasonic

transducers to creates an ultrasonic focus at an arbitrary

position in the air. The size of the focus can be reduced

to about a wavelength. The current 40kHz transducer

can provide focus approximately 1cm. Assuming that

the width of the fingertip is also 1 cm, an 1cm shift from

the center of the fingertip will result in loss of the tactile

sensation. When the speed of the finger is assumed to be

5cm/s, the position of the finger 0.2s ahead shifts 1cm.

This will cause the problem that if there is a delay of more

than 0.2s from the measurement of the fingertip position,

the tactile sensation will not be presented in ultrasound

midair tactile display. To overcome this time latency, we

propose a method to estimate the fingertip position and

present the tactile sensation at intended location.

There are three types of time delays in the visual-

haptic interactive system we considered. One is sensing

delay. The latest hand tracking system has minimum

latency of 13ms [1]. However, hand reconstruction er-

ror due to various conditions like blurring and occlusion

could reduce the tracking accuracy [2] and cause asyn-

chronous in between visual-haptic interaction.

The second type is the delay in the calculation of the

ultrasound phase. To form complex sound field, GPU-

based high-speed algorithm such as GS-PAT [3] have

been proposed. This paper assumed a single focus and

the computational load in this case is negligible compared

to other delays. Also, when predicting the fingertip po-

sition, the computation time will be added as a delay to

the processing. In this study, a simple Autoregressive

model was introduced to reduce this time delay.

The third type of delay is the time from the system

sends a actuation signal to the ultrasonic wave is actu-

ally generated. Hardware limitations also cause temporal

latency ranges from 33.27ms with a standard deviation

of 17.8ms [4] to 200ms [5] for different haptic devices.

Several prediction methods have been proposed to ad-

dress such delay problems. An existed method proposed

to resolve the issue of time latency between visual-haptic

interactions by accurately determining interaction timing

between the hand and the contact object. A model has

been proposed [6] for predicting interaction timing and

sending the actuation signal to haptic devices in advance

to achieve optimal realism. Moreover, Hopping-Pong [7]

was proposed, the system has succeeded in applying a

computationally controlled ultrasound force to a high-

speed moving ping-pong ball to change the trajectory by

predicting the trajectory of the ball based on the assump-

tion that it follows a parabolic trajectory.

Our proposal augments the existing visual-haptic sys-

tem by predicting fingertip position in advance. The

visual-haptic system we consider takes Airborne Ultra-

sound Tactile Display (AUTD) [8] as haptic hardware.

Consider a series of processes such as measurement of

the depth camera, phase calculation, and actuation of

the hardware, assume the whole process is 0.2 seconds,

the position of the fingertip needs to be predicted and

the output of AUTD needs to be directed to the finger-

tip to aim the ultrasonic wave at the intended fingertip.

Therefore, we use 0.2 seconds as the criterion and evalu-

ate the shift of the fingertip based on the judgment that
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the predicted fingertip position does not deviate by 1

cm from the intended fingertip position. This prediction

can be used to reduce visual-haptic interaction latency to

achieve the result of increasing realism in mixed reality.

2. Method

This paper proposed a method to use the prediction

of finger movement to overcome the time difference pro-

duced during the visual-haptic interaction. Finger move-

ment is a time series problem, especially the future posi-

tion of a finger that can be calculated based on the pre-

vious finger position. Our proposal provides the possibil-

ity of calculating future finger position by using the AR

(Autoregressive) model which is a model using a linear

combination of past values of finger position to forecast

the future finger position. The model follows

yt+δt = β0 + β1 · yt + β2 · yt−1 + β3 · yt−2 + ϵt, (1)

where the yt represents the current finger position. There-

fore, yt+δt is the predicted position in the time interval δt

in advance. yt−2 represents finger position at the 3 frame

before. This model’s output is the predicted finger posi-

tion value in the next time interval. The Autoregressive

model was performed by using the data from previous 3

frames, which is AR(3). Bayesian information criterion

(BIC) was used for calculate the optimal values of βi.

When the model with order over 2, the converges of the

results stay stable. Since three frames are used, informa-

tion corresponding to velocity and acceleration is incor-

porated into the model. In general, the higher the order,

the better the prediction result, however, higher order

could also cause over-fitting. Therefore, we used order of

3 to increase prediction accuracy but not to over-fit the

results.

In this paper, our proposed finger position prediction

method is based on a haptic-optic display (see Fig. 1).

An aerial 3D image (blue square displayed in Figure 1)

presents in midair by the display, while the finger moves

toward the image, the depth camera located above the

display measures all the contact positions between the

virtual surface and the finger and calculate the average

position from them. Our goal is to identify prediction

errors to verify the prediction accuracy.

3. Experiment

3.1 Experimental setup and procedure

To verify the prediction errors of finger movement, we

use a haptic-optic display (Fig. 1) to collect data for

finger movement. While the speed of moving a finger

varies from the person, we include 2 males and 3 females,

Fig.1: Haptic-optic display

ages 23-35 to make a contact with the aerial 3D image.

They were asked to contact the image with their right

index finger starting from the left and continue to move

their finger to the right with two kinds of speed, ”fast”

and ”slow”, all based on their understanding of ”fast”

and ”slow”.

The haptic-optic display (Fig. 1) was designed to dis-

play both optical image and tactile feeling. A light field

display to present an aerial 3D image (Holo Player One,

Looking Glass Factory), with a depth camera (Intel Real

Sense D435) to detect the position of a finger. In this

study, we only used the function of optical image dis-

play and a finger position measurement. When a finger

makes a contact with the presented midair image, the

depth camera tracks the contact position of the finger-

tip. And record the finger position during the moving.

The experiment image (Fig. 2) shows each subject con-

tacting the image starting from the left side, moving their

finger horizontally to the right. While the finger moves,

the contact position is recorded in a constant time inter-

val. One movement represents one trial. Each subject

needs to complete at least 3 valid trials for each kind of

speed, ”fast” and ”slow”.

3.2 Results

While the contact between a finger and an aerial 3D

image was made, the position of the finger was recorded.

The moving speed of the finger can be calculated based

on the recorded finger position and the recorded time.

Since people tend to slow down their moving speed dur-

ing the experiment’s starting and finishing periods. We

consider the maximum instantaneous speed in a trial as

the moving speed of the finger. Based on the results of

recorded finger movement speed, we distinguish ”slow”

movement (≤10cm/s, each trial normally includes more

than 80 data points) and ”fast” movement (>10cm/s,
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Fig.2: Experiment image

each trial normally includes less than 50 data points).

We take the previous 70% of recorded data as input

data to train the model and use the trained model to

forecast the future position of the finger. Calculate the

difference between forecast value and test data (the last

30% of recorded data) as prediction error. Results are

separated into two sets, one for ”slow” movement and

one for ”fast” movement.

The average prediction error was calculated, and the

results for ”slow” movement shows in Fig. 3 (a). From

the result, the average prediction error is 0.24cm while

predicting the finger position is 0.2s ahead. The max-

imum value of prediction error at 0.2s is 0.4cm, which

is less than 0.5cm. By contrast, the average prediction

error for ”fast” movement shows in Fig. 3 (b). From the

result, the average prediction error is 0.54cm at 0.1s, and

the maximum prediction error is over 1.2cm.

Measuring finger position by using the haptic-optic de-

vice, for ”slow” movement with the maximum instanta-

neous speed of 10.6cm/s across 5 subjects was obtained.

And measured prediction error results for ”slow” move-

ment fit within 0.5cm at 0.2s ahead. Considering the

width of the human finger is around 1cm, a 0.5cm error

makes it possible for providing haptic feedback to the

finger even under the 0.2s delay condition. For ”fast”

movements, we also observed that the average prediction

error exceeded 0.5 cm within 0.1 second.

4. Discussion

The proposed method conducted the experiment by

using the haptic-optic display. We record and calculate

the position of the finger movement; the result shows the

position was recorded at around 58fps. As the speed of

the finger increases, while the sampling rate and record

rate keep the same, it leads to fewer data points collected

in each experiment trial. Also, while the finger moves at

(a) ”slow” movement

(b) ”fast” movement

Fig.3: Results of taking average of prediction er-

ror at different timestamps across different subject

with upper and lower bounds. (a)Average for ”slow”

movement，(b)Average for ”fast” movement

a fast pace, the variation in the distance that the fin-

ger tries to move in one frame can be large. Addressed

reasons are possible explanations for the results for the

finger moving faster than 10cm/s.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we show that it is possible to forecast lin-

ear finger movement in a visual-haptic system, a haptic-

optic display to track the movement of the finger and

provide haptic feedback correspondingly. The result we

obtained shows that while the finger movement is within

10cm/s, the prediction error for finger position at 0.2s

ahead can be fit into 0.5cm, which is half of the finger’s

width.

Moreover, we observed prediction hardness while the

finger moved at a fast pace. The overall prediction error

for finger moves faster than 10cm/s is much greater than

the results we obtained for ”slow” movement. In order

to control the prediction error within 0.5cm while using

haptic-optic display, it needs to control the speed of finger

movement within 10cm/s to improve the realism of the

system.
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In future work, we will evaluate the finger movement

in 2D, and 3D space separately. And looking forward

to evaluate the actual performance of the proposed pre-

diction method by combining a midair tactile feedback

system.
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